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1 Executive Summary

This White Paper reflects the consolidated opinion of 35 experts from the EU and the USA on aspects related to the Future Media 3D Internet (FM3DI), under the guidance of the Networked Media Systems Unit of the Information Society and Media Directorate General of the European Commission. More specifically, this paper describes the challenges provisioned by the experts for the upcoming years, concerning the FM3DI, along with potential scenarios, paying specific attention to its provisional network and 3D content characteristics.

Due to the double nature of the Future Media 3D Internet (network and media/content) different, but definitely cooperative, aspects are exhaustively discussed and analyzed. These aspects concern both potential ingredients of next generation networks and new forms of media. With respect to network-related characteristics the FM3DI-TF believes that the characteristics of the FM3DI should involve:

- higher bandwidth needs to be coupled to new traffic patterns;
- content adaptation in the network and the terminals that enable the availability of media for a range of heterogeneous devices;
- new models of content distribution that consider not only the protocols involved but also the social characterization of the nodes and the data;
- new network management modules and mechanisms to provide and monitor Quality of Experience (QoE), trust and privacy.

The aforementioned network characteristics will allow for content-related research in novel aspects such as:

- interactive/proactive autonomous characters, where a character is any object in a 3D scene with its own opinions and suggestions, able to understand its environment and take decisions;
- 3D social communities which allow people to use 3D environments to communicate and interact with each other using rich communication means similar to those used in face-to-face meetings (gaze awareness, gestures, facial expressions, correct sound direction, manipulation of social signals);
- personalised entertainment supporting interactive, non-linear story-telling, senses to be engaged in an immersive experience (participation in - or bringing theatre, movies, games);
- capturing and reproduction of the real world in 3D, involving novel characteristics like smell, haptics, etc;
- coexistence of virtual and real worlds maintaining perceptual coherence.
Based on the abovementioned network and content related characteristics of the FM3DI, the Task Force identified the following major research challenges, the fulfillment of which is expected to lead to the new era:

- **Embedded intelligence for search and retrieval in virtual words:** how can we develop intelligent systems able to search for multimodal objects using as queries multimodal objects?

- **Physical-based worlds (including behaviour modelling and understanding):** how can we achieve interaction realism able to allow performing new experiences in the virtual world, improving training and execution of tasks in the virtual environment?

- **Compression, encoding, transmission & Portability and adaptation:** how can we enable face to face audio and video interactions to be held between various different types of fixed and mobile terminals connected by a heterogeneous network?

- **Media driven network:** how can we achieve higher end-to-end QoE for 3D content streaming in distributed environments?

In order to be able to answer to these questions we should first discover the ways that the aforementioned components will be harmoniously combined and integrated towards exploring new possibilities for boosting individual and social creativity and productivity in a Future Media 3D Internet environment. The ultimate result of such combinations is expected to have a fundamental impact on society in the FM3DI on how we communicate, how we work and how we live.
2 Introduction

The FM3DI Task Force (TF) is currently engaging in a brainstorming session in order to provide a first input to the task at hand and to collect experiences and the vision of the associated experts, to serve as the starting point and subject for further analysis, elaboration and validation so as to be able to pave the way towards the FM3DI.

It is a common belief that nowadays the Current Internet is evolving towards providing richer and immersive experiences. This is expected to be a reality soon due to the advances in 3D processing software tools along with the technological innovations in 3D graphics and computational equipment, which give rise to innovative applications notably in gaming technologies, virtual worlds and communications. However, these new applications place new types of traffic demands and constraints on network architectures. Thus, there is a worldwide concern in the networking research community about the future of Current Internet and its manageability, security, openness to innovation and scalability.

Towards finding solutions to the aforementioned issues, many research initiatives in the world are running in parallel: the EU Future Internet Research and Experimentation (FIRE)\(^1\), the NSF Future Internet Design (FIND) and GENI programmes\(^2\), and similar efforts in the China Science and Technology Network\(^3\), in Japan through the AKARI Architecture Design Project\(^4\) and in Korea\(^5\).

We can classify the current initiatives of the worldwide research community in two broad categories: clean slate vs. evolution\(^6\). The first one proposes to redesign from scratch a new Internet from a long term perspective, while the latter proposes to respect the current architecture and also maintain backward compatibility. The vision of the Future Media and 3D Internet Task Force (FM3DI-TF) is not to bet on one of these orthogonal approaches, but to identify the problems of the current Internet and propose solutions for providing media and 3D content via the Internet in the next decade.

\(^1\) www.cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/fire

\(^2\) www.nets-find.net & http://www.geni.net/office/office.html

\(^3\) www.cstnet.net.cn

\(^4\) akari-project.nict.go.jp/eng/overview.htm

\(^5\) mmlab.snu.ac.kr/ﬁw2007/presentations/architecture_tschol.pdf

The future needs of networks will be inconsistent with the principles on which the Internet of today is based. It is not only a question of redesigning a protocol stack and packet system based network. It is also a matter of finding new ways of using the Internet in different domains such as work and entertainment.

Moreover, the dynamism of content is moving from a pull based on local interest to a push based on a social network distribution mechanism. The new economics of the Internet identify new business in the long tail\(^7\) of content available to a large number of small communities. This new method of content consumption introduces new roles for the media business that allow us just to discern new changes in the economics of Internet. The reduction of intermediaries in the distribution of content allows the end users to introduce new sources of content at multiple places, in multiple formats and for multiple methods of consumption. This represents just the start of a new era of network traffic.

3 Vision of the Future Media & 3D Internet

The Internet was initially designed and primarily used by scientists for networking research and for exchanging information between each other. However, due to the explosion of the World Wide Web (which started as a document repository) and its successful descendants (Web 2.0), along with the dramatic increase of net-based audio-visual material (networked media) that has been produced by professional and most recently by amateur users, the Internet is rapidly transforming into a fully fledged virtual environment that facilitates services, interaction and communication. Therefore, the vision that the Future Internet will be an Internet of Media is about to be a reality.

Towards this aim, specific attention should be given to both main pillars of the FM3DI, namely the content and the network. The long term vision of the task force is that the future content will have the following characteristics:

- the interactive/proactive autonomous characters, where a character is any object in a 3D scene with its own opinions and suggestions, able to understand its environment and take decisions;
- 3D social communities which allow people to use 3D environments to communicate and interact with each other using rich communication means similar to those used in face-to-face meetings (gaze awareness, gestures, facial expressions, correct sound direction, manipulation of social signals);
- personalised entertainment supporting interactive, non-linear story-telling, senses to be engaged in an immersive experience (participation in - or bringing theatre, movies, games);
- the ability to capture and reproduce the real world in 3D, multi-view, smell, haptics, etc;
- the coexistence of virtual and real worlds maintaining perceptual coherence.

From the network-related point of view, the characteristics of the Future Media 3D internet are expected to involve:

- higher bandwidth needs to be coupled to new traffic patterns;
- content adaptation in the network and the terminals that enable the availability of media for a range of heterogeneous devices;
- new models of content distribution that consider not only the protocols involved but also the social characterization of the nodes and the data;
- new network management modules and mechanisms to provide and monitor Quality of Experience (QoE), trust and privacy.
The long term vision of the FM3DI-TF defined above (Figure 1) requires the following long term research endeavours:

1. research on the optimum methods for capturing the visual appearance of the real world, including 3D/multiview, high dynamic range and high frame rate;

2. research on the development of rich interfaces allowing for multimodal interaction 3D navigation and strong personalization;

3. research on the extensibility, scalability, distribution and availability of the content anywhere, anytime and in any terminal;

4. research on new mechanisms for native searching.

In the next sub-sections the TF sheds light on the FM3DI characteristics and explains which research challenges are envisioned to lead to the new era.

### 4 Major Common Challenges

This subsection presents major challenges in the areas of embedded intelligence for search and retrieval in Virtual Worlds, physical-based worlds (including behaviour modelling and understanding), compression, encoding, transmission, portability, adaptation as well as media driven networks.
4.1 Embedded intelligence for search and retrieval in Virtual Worlds

The embedded geometry of 3D objects provides an effective tool for representation-independent search and retrieval in virtual worlds. Indeed, it seems to be very unlikely that different objects present the same geometric structure. This suggests identifying a 3D object with its coordinates in a suitable shape space, whose geometry and topology should play an essential role in 3D matching, indexing, and retrieval. From this point of view, it is worth noticing that natural shape spaces turn out to be highly non-linear, hence standard descriptions exploiting linear feature vectors seem to be intrinsically inadequate.

Further intelligence can be added by providing real objects (and their reproduction in virtual worlds) with an own intelligence, connected with identification codes (IDs, for instance obtained from barcodes or RFIDs), annotation (tags or metatags associated with the description of the object and describing it), learning (from past history/use of the object itself or similarity with other objects). Such characteristics can be connected with the intrinsic properties of the object (static features such as shape, colour, texture, dimension, etc.) and/or with its dynamic properties (how it behaves, in which activities it is normally used, who uses it, etc.).

Based on the above information, a future retrieval system may simply query the surrounding world: the smart objects present in the scene will answer according to the information embedded.

Growth of popularity of media is not accompanied by the rapid development of media search technologies. The most popular media services in the Web are typically limited to textual search. This method of searching is not entirely natural for humans. If we are performing a search in the real life, we do not only query by providing a spoken or textual description of the searched item or service. We provide examples: “Do you have a jacket, like this one, but dark green, rather than orange?”; “Could you please give me a haircut, like the one in the catalogue?” This allows us to omit long and unnecessary description of the searched item. Such services are nowadays available in the Web only in form of low scale client-server test-beds and are not present in P2P.

One of the difficulties in designing good mechanisms for distributed autonomous systems is a lack of a unified process for evaluating the efficiency of mechanisms, both in the research community and in the industry. As content distribution systems have widely recognised standard overlays to compare with, in search there is no such base.

Another problem affecting the state of the art media search solutions is the distinction between the relevancy of the answer to the query and the relation of such relevancy to the users’ satisfaction with the performance of the given service. This issue is well known to anyone who tried to use a multimedia search service such as Google Image Search. The answers to a given query are often relevant, but not satisfactory.
The solution to those problems is probably the creation of a search benchmarking system for the distributed media delivery system, which would cover all critical aspects, including the user perceived quality. The proposed benchmarking mechanisms should allow, on one hand, to evaluate the performance of the search algorithms, and, on the other hand to make the research and tuning processes easier.

4.2 Physical-based worlds (including behaviour modelling and understanding)

The evolution of 3D media will continue the trend in the increase of realism of virtual environments. The focus of FM3DI will be on realistic interaction, in which the physics of the environment is correctly simulated and transformed depending on the application. This aspect will be challenging in the context of mixed reality set-ups, coordinating the physics of the real and the virtual world. The interaction realism will allow performing new experiences in the virtual world, improving training and execution of tasks in the virtual environment. However, the entities in the virtual environment will not be limited to visualization and physical simulation. Objects will need to be associated to behaviours, allowing reaction to the user action and the creation of new interaction paradigms between virtual and real worlds. To this end, it requires a tremendous amount of calculation from lots of physical parameters which give effects to the change of virtual object states. On the contrary, any state change of a virtual entity needs to give a feeling to a user as if he/she is interacting with a real physical object and environment. Such a feeling of realism can be realized by various force feedback mechanisms using a virtual environment equipped with wearable hardware. The problem is that current devices are still too uncomfortable to be used due to their complicated, heavy and sensitive characteristics. Therefore, it is a big challenge to harmonize both virtual and real worlds altogether where virtual and real entities naturally interact with each other.

An example of the fundamental model of this harmonization is the physical based cloth simulation. Because of its applications in the textile industry, its benefits for the artistic garment design process and its use within the movie and entertainment industry, cloth simulation is a popular topic in the computer graphics research community, and the cloth animation and rendering techniques have dramatically evolved during the last two decades. However, while there have been spectacular advances in the visual realism of simulated clothes, there has not been a similar progress in the related interaction modalities. The ability to manipulate and modify virtual textiles intuitively using dedicated ergonomic devices has been definitely neglected. Humans are used to handle clothing materials with their hands since prehistoric ages. Nowadays, comparable interaction methods for handling virtual textiles do not exist, and the limits imposed by the use of mouse and keyboard make them a poor solution decrease many a potentiality. Using the sense of touch to interact with computer-simulated clothes would significantly increase the realism and believability of the user experience and ease the creation process of virtual textiles. Moreover, being able to render the feeling of touching digital clothes
would introduce a completely new way of communicating 3D products, e.g. during the online purchase of garments or when assessing the fabric hand of specific materials.

4.3 Compression, encoding, transmission & Portability and adaptation

It is desirable that the work that has been done on standard multimedia distribution frameworks such as MPEG-21 for content formatting and content adaptation should be usable in real-time two-way communications scenarios as well as the broadcast purposes for which it is mainly used at present. This would enable face to face audio and video interactions to be held between various different types of fixed and mobile terminals connected by a heterogeneous network.

In order to do this the media streams must be encoded with very fine-grained random access points and these must remain accessible when the streams are placed in digital item containers and transport and network packets.

Error resilient coding is required to ensure that media quality at the receiving terminal degrades gracefully with packet loss, whether from congestion in the wired sections of the network or link imperfections in wireless sections. Multiple description coding and multi-view coding are two example techniques that might be useful for 3D video content.

It would seem appropriate to focus on video content for compression improvements, given the lead which has already been established for voice with current VoIP systems.

Any 3D object (up to geometric transformations preserving its shape) could be encoded by its coordinates in a suitable shape space. Despite the non-linearity of such a parameter space, higher mathematics show that such coordinates can be explicitly computed and efficiently managed. Key challenges in this framework are related to the effective representation of 3D worlds either in their full-3D format, or in the different 3D-to-2D conversions (3D to stereo, 3D to multi-angle, 3D to 2D). In this sense, transcoding not only concerns the conversion of the coded video among different standards, but also the adaptation to different user terminals (e.g., a full-3D virtual world should be adapted to the players of a game, each of whom has a different viewpoint and a different device, stereo or monocular, single-view or multiview, handheld or wearable, etc.).

Further important aspects concern scalability and adaptability issues. Concepts such as quality- or resolution-scalability, region-of-interest, etc. have non-trivial extensions in the 3D world. For instance, the concept of quality in the reproduction of a three-dimensional shape deformed by a compression process is hard to define, in particular from a perceptual viewpoint. Well-known concepts such as the rate-distortion function need to be suitably redefined in this context.
All of these aspects need to find appropriate solutions in existing and incoming international standards to allow real interoperability and openness of future 3D media.

### 4.4 Media driven network

Clearly, content-aware and context-aware streaming strategies, which consider the number of views and view/stream dependencies (i.e., content) as well the specific 3D display technology of the receiving peer (i.e., context) in packet scheduling can make a significant impact on the end-to-end QoE. The main current research challenges in 3D multi-view video streaming are: i) determination of the best video encoding configuration for each streaming strategy – multi-view video encoding methods provide some compression efficiency gain at the expense of creating dependencies between views that hinder random access to views; ii) determination of the best rate adaptation method – adaptation refers to adaptation of the rate of each view and inter-view rate allocation depending on the available network rate and video content, and adaptation of the number and quality of views transmitted depending on available network rate and user display technology and desired viewpoint; iii) packet-loss resilient video encoding and streaming strategies as well as better error concealment methods at the receiver; iv) best P2P multicasting design methods, including topology discovery, topology maintenance, forwarding techniques, exploitation of path diversity, methods for enticing peers to send data and to stay connected, and the use of dedicated nodes as relays.

### 5 Content-related characteristics of the FM3DI

According to the content-related FM3DI-TF members, the following characteristics were identified to play a significant role in FM3DI:

#### 5.1 Interactive/proactive autonomous character

- **Character** is any object in a 3D scene (stone, wall, virtual animal, virtual human, including sound (non visual) characters, etc).

- **Proactive** means the characters have own opinions and suggestions.

- **Autonomous** in the sense of being conscious of the environment and being able to take decisions in any circumstances.

Research on virtual characters has been going on for the past 20 years. Earlier efforts were mostly concentrated on making the characters move and then making them speak, i.e., body and facial animation. Simultaneously, a lot of work has
been done on making the characters look convincing by adding animation and rendering of hair, clothes, and muscles. The next step was the increasing amount of interactive control over any type of characters desired by artists for easing the process of creating convincing video games and cinema. These factors have driven the research over the past two decades.

It is no longer sufficient for the characters to look like dumb imitations of humans or other objects. They have to behave like humans as they are supposed to interact with real users. This is the sole motivation behind the current research going on in the area of proactive and autonomous virtual characters. The vision is to create an intelligent virtual character that cannot only display verbal and nonverbal behavior, but also has a personality much like a human being has, and the character is also able to emotionally respond to the user during a conversation.

This has led to the computational modeling of emotions, behaviour, mood and personality for virtual characters. It requires a systematic description of how all of these models can be used to get an emotionally responsive character. However, a critical component that has been missing from these models is a concept of memory – not just a memory of events, but a memory of past emotional interaction. Thus, we need a memory-based emotion model that uses the memory of past interactions to build long-term relationships between the virtual characters and users.

5.2 3D Social communities including rich communication aspects

Collaboration systems are already well established in the Current Internet at the level of asynchronous shared workspaces (slow-time) and Internet Messaging applications (near real-time). Voice over Internet Protocol and low quality face to face video communications are also available provided that reliability, video frame rate and ease of call setup are not considered critical issues. However, high quality, high reliability and easy to use Telepresence systems are still the preserve of dedicated network connections. This is a result of the lack of end-to-end Quality of Service (QoS) provision and high bandwidth in the general Internet.

Moreover, as audio and speech are important for face-to-face communications, spatial audio systems will form an essential part of 3D environments in the FM3DI. People will be able to hold virtual meetings with anyone, anywhere and anytime. The virtual acoustic environment will accompany the virtual visual environment to improve realism with perfectly matching sound source positions and acoustics. The compatibility issues between various recording techniques and reproduction systems will be overcome. Audio recording and reproduction systems will become ubiquitous and high-quality spatial audio will become the norm. In addition to reproduction, recorded audio will be used in analysis for automatic transcription of speech and other audio events that will help maintain a record of interactions between people.
Another important issue in face-to-face communication concerns the remote rendering of the appropriate auditory and visual cues responsible of expressive communication of the empathy, the resonance and synchronization that characterise physical face-to-face situation. The “embodiment” in the communication process is an important issue that the future internet is expected to support and exploit.

Furthermore, the user acceptance of social community models strongly based on technological intermediation strictly depends on the capability of creating realistic and immersive virtual worlds, able to mimic reality, while providing richer experiences and wider accessibility. This includes the possibility of communicating and interacting in a natural and intuitive way with the rest of the world, in a multi-cultural, multi-lingual, multi-modal, multi-sensorial environment. The Quality of Experience (QoE) should be as much as possible independent of physical location, time, user characteristics (age, skills, etc.), available technological resources, and is closely related to the support of non-verbal components including embodiment, affection, and empathy. Relevant applications range from interactive social games, to cultural events, active music listening, debates, meetings, distributed cooperative work, etc.

5.3 Personalised entertainment

One of the most notable features of personalised entertainment services and applications supported over the FM3DI is envisaged to be its real-time support for interactivity of its users with services and applications. This one feature will enable the wide proliferation of personalised entertainment among numerous individual users as well as users in virtual social communities and groups that are geographically dispersed. In this way, these various groups of users will get in touch, stay connected and entertain each other as they please whenever they want and in whatever way they wish.

Bringing the dynamic atmosphere of a 3D digital cinema/movie or the heat of a football action (or any other live event, such as a sports game, concert, clubbing night etc) to a preferred display is merely one of the future personalised entertainment services and applications that can be provided to users. Another potential application area could be interacting within a theatre play or a computer game, whose script would be interactively written in collaboration with remote users as well as played by a few or all of the collaborators. This kind of an entertainment application would involve non-linear story-telling features, in which the main story would be shaped by various users with some mechanism for voting to choose the best ending and/or providing means to realize all of the possible endings. All of these future applications are believed to encompass technologies that will provide immersive experiences for engaging most (if not all) of the human senses, which in return will influence the degree of key personalization factor, and thus the main acceptance and selling point of these technologies as well as personalised entertainment services as a whole.
Yet another personalised entertainment application or service can be realized in the area of education, as particularly the trend for self-learning is increasing notably nowadays. This is due to the fact that people are making great efforts to use their scarce, yet highly valued leisure time more effectively. They have an entirely new attitude towards spending their leisure time, which results in a totally new application environment for multimedia content access/consumption, namely “edutainment”, which encompasses both education through self-learning and entertainment while learning new things. Studying/learning the wild animals of Africa, archaeology to reveal past lives and cultures of ancient civilizations, sea-life under the oceans, planets in the outer space, atmospheric events when different weather conditions are simulated or purely for “do-it-yourself (DIY)” purposes are just a few examples, which would provide an environment for both learning and entertainment.

Personalised entertainment also includes music industry, where there is a strong potential for novel applications and services, in a broad market perspective: for example, active music listening, fully exploiting context-aware and social music fruition.

### 5.4 Vision of capturing and reproducing immersive content

The emergence of a very high bandwidth communication network should allow very high fidelity communication, supporting both conventional high-quality media such as film & HDTV, and new forms of immersive media that provide a real sense of being present at a remote location. This would have many applications, ranging from high-quality versions of conventional media such as film, through to remote teleconferencing (allowing a user to make a ‘virtual visit’ to distant family members). To provide such a feeling of immersion through vision, fundamental image characteristics such as very high spatial definition, wide viewing angle, high frame rate, wide colour gamut and high dynamic range will be important. 3D aspects of the image and sound will also be crucial, ideally allowing a viewer to change their location to experience the scene from a different angle, thus implying multi-view capture to provide true 3D, rather than just conventional stereoscopy. The video should be accompanied by multi-channel audio to provide surround sound. Even with very high fidelity audio-visual reproduction, the feeling of presence will not be complete without considering other aspects such as haptics and smell, which should be included in the long-term vision. Further, expressive qualities in voice, physiological, and motoric activities, should be tracked in a multimodal synchronized framework and rendered remotely in appropriate ways, in order to be able to enhance the effectiveness of the communication.
5.5 Co-existence of real and virtual worlds

To bridge the gap between real and virtual worlds it is necessary to reproduce the environmental conditions of the target “world” involving as much as possible the entire human senses. Users should feel the virtual environment as a natural one from every possible viewpoint (e.g., the feeling of the temperature should be adequate with the reproduced environment). Furthermore, the appearance of the objects should be realistic in all respects (e.g., correct lighting, colour and texture, and possibly tactile effect, weight, smell, etc.). In the mixing of real and synthetic objects, the imperfection of the real world should be taken into account (perfection does not look realistic: the addition of noise, distortion, deformations may make virtual worlds more convincing). Furthermore, the interaction with virtual objects plays a major role. Multiple users should be able to manipulate and interact with objects and actuators simultaneously, as it would happen in real life.

6 Network-related characteristics of the FM3DI

According to the network-related FM3DI-TF members, the following topics were identified to play a significant role in FM3DI:

6.1 Higher bandwidth needs

The Internet is growing and advancing in several dimensions and one of them is the number of users. Currently there are over a billion Internet users and with machines and appliances also connecting to the Internet (the “Internet of Things”) the number of users will increase rapidly. A natural consequence of the increase in the number of users is an increase in the amount of content transported over the Internet. Moreover, with more and more demanding Peer-to-Peer (P2P) and video applications appearing, the increase in traffic will grow more than linearly with the amount of users.

P2P application developers (we can think of BitTorrent as the clearest example) use several ways of achieving higher bandwidth needs. For example by continually probing for peers with more upload bandwidth or by running TCP sessions for long periods so that their congestion windows grow and opening multiple TCP flows simultaneously. One of the main consequences of this is that interactive traffic either fights to find sufficient bandwidth or suffers from unpredictable delay and jitter that degrades applications like VoIP.

This means that P2P applications eliminate the assumption on which statistical multiplexing and consequently today’s Internet is built. Nowadays there are some users who download (and upload) content 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. With the growth in P2P based TV this can only get worse. Operators could just give the P2P flows dedicated circuits but the end user would suffer the cost of this provisioning. It is clear that a new approach to solve the increase in the demand of bandwidth is needed.
But the problem is not only the bandwidth demand, but also the asymmetrical bandwidth characteristics of the current access networks. DSL, cable and wireless network design philosophies no longer reflect current bandwidth usage. The asymmetrical design of these networks, which dictates that downstream traffic is faster than upstream traffic, was originally based on usage patterns from early content-consuming applications like email and web-browsing. However, the continual evolution of applications from content consuming to always-on content distribution has meant that current traffic patterns no longer fit asymmetrical bandwidth assumptions.

This trend will continue with high bandwidth video communications applications, which will eventually become the most demanding traffic because they run as open ended streams, and do not permit a long start-up delay to fill the buffering that allows delay variations to be smoothed in download or broadcast video applications.

### 6.2 Content adaptation

We need to cope with a highly heterogeneous environment in terms of diversity of user devices. The mobile telephone market is quite far from witnessing a consolidation in terms of operating systems and of terminal capabilities. Different capabilities ask for different formats and therefore it is expected that content adaptation will become even more of a challenging problem in the design of future media services. To ensure a real seamless access to such services, it is desirable that such services could be implemented automatically inside the network. Scalable coding will surely help in implementing these features, but we do need to consider also scenarios where more complex functions such as transcoding can be efficiently performed within network elements. This calls for more complex software tasks to be executed inside routers and other devices.

In the specific area of content distribution towards mobile terminals, more efficient and dynamic techniques to store and distribute complex media are required. We expect to move towards a distributed caching architecture with improved management features, again based on the availability of smarter network nodes equipped with high capacity repositories.

The most notable beneficiaries of such context-aware content adaptation functionalities are the media companies that provide entertainment content, such as live media coverage for popular sporting events, musical concerts, etc and their customers, i.e., the general public. Availability of QoE-enhanced services in return is expected to accelerate service providers’ efforts to expand their customer base beyond the conventional living room framework and offer a personalised service to their customers over any access network and terminal device of their choice for extended home environments. At the same time, customers will have the liberty of choosing when, where and how to enjoy rich multimedia content and select from
whom to get them when multiple content and service providers are available. Most anticipating multi-view and free-view video services will also benefit from context-aware content adaptation that could deliver a user-selected view from an encoded multi-view sequence to a terminal device with only conventional single-view compatibility and thereby winning an even larger audience for the service. Moreover, user-generated content, produced with a restricted set of resources, will be able to penetrate to a wider audience.

In general, context-aware content adaptation is mostly discussed with respect to plain (i.e., unencrypted) content. However, there is a substantial demand, mainly from the business domain, for adaptation of encrypted and trusted content, which may pose a significant challenge for the FM3DI. Applications that demand end-to-end content security, such as virtual collaboration, security and surveillance, e-health, and e-education, can also reap the benefits of content adaptation, should the FM3DI be capable of adapting encrypted content seamlessly.

### 6.3 Media driven networks

Content-aware real-time transmission of future media means that the relative importance of each packet towards increasing the end-to-end utility function is established. That is, the more important packets should be better protected (by allocating appropriately network resources) or should be transmitted first in a scheduling scenario. All layers in the communication protocols should be content aware. There are many examples in the literature of current research on media driven wireless networks, i.e. the application of streaming pre-coded video over wireless access networks to multiple users. For this application, many cross-layer scheduling and resource allocation methods have been proposed that exploit the time-varying nature of the channel to maximize the throughput of the network while maintaining fairness across multiple users. A content aware utility function needs therefore to be defined, which enables optimizing over the actual quality of the received video and which is even better suited for multimedia streaming applications. In addition, error robust data packetization at the encoder and realistic error concealment schemes at the decoder need to be determined.

Routers should be allowed to make routing decisions based on content characteristics. Such content information most typically will be provided by the encoder (as part of the header information), but scenarios can be envisioned according to which the router could also extract such information (if also transcoding is taking place). In the latter case encryption issues need to be addressed. DiffServ provides an example of a system where the routers are taking content (priority class) into account. Intelligence could also migrate from edges into the network (active networks, active routers).

There are also issues specifically related to streaming of 3D video. Many alternative technologies for 3D video representation, including holographic, volumetric, geometric (3D mesh models), and multi-view (light-field) exist. Stereoscopic/multi-
view 3D video seems to be the most mature technology at the moment. Promising approaches for encoding stereoscopic and multi-view video have been standardized in the form of MPEG “video-plus-depth” and the JVT MVC standards. A multitude of strategies have been considered for streaming such encoded multi-view video using RTP/UDP/IP or RTP/DCCP/IP.

6.4 Content distribution

Today's user experience of the network is all about media. Thanks to high speed connections, the Web pages are full of (2D and 3D) multimedia. Video and audio sharing services are attracting a large number of users. Podcasts are becoming a popular source of information. Multimedia is now rapidly moving into the every-day life. Users are not only able to access media via radio, television and the Internet but now also create their own media content. Digital cameras, video recorders, media-enabled mobile phones and the wide spread availability of content creation and editing software, which were previously available only to professionals, all contribute to this data volume growth. The traditional division of users has to be extended by a new kind – the “prosumers”. This trend is caused by a fact, that the users are not only able to consume (“consumers”) the content, but also are able to become producers (“prosumers”) themselves.

The future Internet will therefore be characterized by an explosion of information that can be retrieved (and represented correctly) anywhere and anytime. In order to deal in an efficient way with huge amounts of content, networks of the FM3DI are made content-aware such that content can be retrieved and delivered with a proper Quality of Service (QoS). Searching - from a user perspective - will become easier through the deployment of semantic search and user-tailored search (e.g., user-based tagging) techniques. The search processes will allow users to search efficiently for content among content, but will also extend the search towards finding content within content. For instance, when we are looking for a particular clip from a large video, this clip is extracted, possibly adapted, and presented to the user conforming to his/her expected QoE.

Unfortunately, with the increasing trend of sharing information over the Internet, misbehaving users also get more opportunities to attack others, especially in decentralized environments such as P2P or ad hoc networks. Future networks need therefore be designed to be robust against such attacks and must have an incorporated ability to recognize malicious traffic.

6.5 Overlay networks for content distribution
The main research challenge in overlay networks is the creation of overlay network infrastructures to support the provisioning of media services to end-user communities with little or no support from centralized computing facilities. The existence and reliability of such infrastructures will mainly depend on its members, and on the self-configuration and autonomicity characteristics of robust P2P networks.

Overlay networks in the context of FM3DI have to suitably support the provision of content services to user communities. The creation of an overlay is mainly justified by the necessity of creating an infrastructure to support the provision of these services among the community members without relying on centralised computing facilities. As such, designing the end-to-end infrastructure involves the creation of new supporting functions that can be implemented either in user terminals or in access networking facilities (e.g. the so called 'home platform'). However, since media traffic is of great importance for Internet Service Providers, and due to the revenue-generating capability of content services research work has to take into account the role of Telecom operators. In particular it has to be investigated how Telecom operators and Internet Service Providers can exploit Traffic Engineering techniques to match their own management needs with the user’s expectations in terms of QoS.

Some of the issues related to overlay networks have a wider impact and span, in fact, multiple areas. For instance the specification and measurement of QoS parameters and other metrics that can be used to (1) assess the underlying communication technologies, (2) organize efficient and resilient overlays and (3) suggest most suitable service instances for the end-user should be co-ordinated at the overlay layer. A possible approach to deal with these cross-layer issues is to gather information from the underlying networks and combine it with the higher-level quality assessment and requirements of applications to adjust the overlay networks. In this sense, the use of overlay network technologies is the instrument that makes it possible for user communities to exert some form of control over QoS when no direct interaction with the network is allowed. However, considerable research in this area is still required to come up with an optimal strategy.

Collaboration tools fall into a number of categories based on their QoS requirements. These classes match quite closely the broad types of content currently found in the internet and on telecoms networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaboration tool</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Characteristic reqmts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous collaboration tools</td>
<td>Shared websites and team work spaces</td>
<td>Not delay sensitive May need guaranteed or receipted transactions Large data volumes High integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instant messaging</td>
<td>Two way text comms.</td>
<td>&lt;10s one way latency Medium integrity Small volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared synchronous workspaces</td>
<td>Shared whiteboarding, document sharing and shared ap-</td>
<td>&lt;1s one way latency High integrity Medium/Large volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VoIP</td>
<td>Two way voice comms</td>
<td>&lt;100ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video conferencing</td>
<td>Two way AV comms</td>
<td>&lt;100ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telepresence</td>
<td>HD quality AV comms with immersion features such as life size video</td>
<td>&lt;100ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Virtualisation of Internet can be envisaged as the way forward to support QoS by allowing multiple virtual meta-networks on top of a base heterogeneous multi-domain global network for achieving service differentiation. To achieve this, a multi-topology cross-domain routing mechanism is also required as a suitable platform for supporting service differentiation.

Through the use of virtual networks or programmable network elements, the FM3DI allows for accelerated innovation and service deployment. This technology can be applied at the application layer or at the networking layer. Virtual networks at the application layer allow users to create their own network with some specific characteristics tuned to their service needs. Different virtual networks or services, which are run over one infrastructure, try to improve on different performance measures. For instance, there could be a virtual network that improves on the end-to-end delay where another focuses on robustness of the communication. Also social behaviour or user similarity can be taken into account when forming the distributed overlay (virtual network), so that management of end users, and performance of content searching can be improved.

### 6.6 Green Media Internet

Although estimates of the carbon footprint of the Internet vary, it is indisputably a big energy consumer. With the increase in high-capacity network equipment and the amount of data centres to accommodate media, energy consumption and costs are rising fast. Fortunately, the future Internet provides two significant opportunities to reduce the amount of energy used:

*The deployment of energy-aware network equipment and routing protocols to reduce the energy consumption of the Internet itself.* One can think of energy scavenging, more energy-efficient equipment (e.g., optical switches), server provisioning techniques that dynamically allocate some servers while placing unnecessary servers in sleeping mode, the alteration of network traffic patterns to facilitate packet processing, etc. Naturally, all such measures should not compromise (significantly) on the QoE perceived by the users.

*The use of ICT and media applications that enable a more efficient use of energy in other areas.* This opportunity is possibly even more pronounced than the first.
Many applications can be envisioned here, for instance 3D videoconferencing applications that provide an alternative to travelling to conferences/meetings, or low-power sensor networks that steer (boot up or shut down) high-power equipment (e.g., smart streetlights).

These opportunities hold for wired as well as wireless scenarios, but in a wireless mobile environment, saving energy has even more benefits (e.g., increased lifetime of nodes and consequently better connected networks). The FM3DI therefore holds the promise of being an enabler of energy efficient use.

6.7 Mechanism to monitor and provide QoE.

At the transport layer we currently use UDP for real-time audio and video communications assuming that data communications and other non-delay critical traffic will use TCP. This situation is recognized as undesirable and unsustainable because UDP is insensitive to congestion and will swamp any TCP traffic once congestion arises. As a result, a range of Data Congestion Control Protocols (DCCP variants) have been developed and are approaching the performance of UDP when bandwidth is available, while protecting TCP when it isn’t. DCCP with fast restart and small packet modifications is still not as good as UDP or even TCP (for G.711 and G.729 voice). Recommendations have been made to improve these variants to near UDP quality but are apparently still not as good as modern TCP with the correct features enabled. Further modifications to DCCP for video streaming over wireless links and to support multiple QoS (QoE) levels are currently under study.

Skype manages an acceptable solution for low rate, delay critical audio (VoIP) but usage is still orders of magnitude below the capacity provided by the telecoms operators. It is achieved by putting intelligence in the application (out of necessity as this is the only way to provide QoS for a current application). We should be able to do better in a future Internet.

There aren’t any clever solutions for video out there yet as their bandwidth demands are much higher. HP and Cisco are still using dedicated networks on the order of 45Mbit/s for their telepresence offerings.

Quantification of QoE using objective and subjective measures, especially for 3D video, remains as a challenging research problem. While measures to predict and

---


evaluate the visual quality of uncompressed 3D video is itself an unsolved problem, developing such measures in the presence of packet losses and other compression artifacts is even more challenging and dependent on the specific display technology. Furthermore, the relationship between network level QoS measures and overall QoE must be studied.

Deployment of QoS-based services at large scale across the Internet requires a large set of providers to co-operate. Appropriate means are required to enable providers to extend their QoS over multiple domains, thus enabling the providers to offer connectivity and high-level services to networks beyond their own domains with QoS performance levels suitable for delivery of these end-to-end QoS-enabled services. New approaches need to be devised for co-operative and distributed quality monitoring of services across many domains.

### 6.8 Identity management.

Recent years have seen an explosion in the number of content providers, and this trend is set to continue. More and more content is being produced and distributed by so-called microproviders, for example on YouTube, MySpace or blogs. The creation of multimedia content is moving into the hands of the ordinary user, in addition to the more traditional major distributors of content.

A consequence of this trend is that access to content by consumers is spanning more and more distribution sites, each often requiring identity and personal information to be provided in order to tailor access to the user's preferences, for purchasing or for other reasons. This currently causes a major usability headache for users, as they need to re-enter their details to register on each site, remember lots of credentials and passwords etc. which makes the system unwieldy, unmanageable and slow. Alternatively, users simply re-use their usernames/passwords, what can be considered significantly risky from the security point of view. In addition, having to manage user identities causes a significant overhead to content providers, and especially microproviders, potentially discouraging or even preventing them from being involved. What is needed is a seamless and interoperable way of managing users' identities across multiple providers of content. Ideally, this should be focused on the users and content providers and their ease-of-use, as well as speed of set up at new sites. This should also enable multiple identities to be used and to allow what information is provided to be controlled according to the users' preferences.

Similar problems arise in the area of virtual presence and collaboration technologies. More and more, organisations and companies will collaborate virtually, requiring dynamic access to each other's networks, systems and data. At the same time, this access needs to be controlled based on the users' identities or roles. A particular issue here is that different organisations are likely to use different mechanisms to control access. In addition they will wish to remain in control of who has access to their own resources. To avoid the case of users having to reg-
ister at each organisation they wish to collaborate with, with the usability problems this gives rise to, mechanisms to provide interoperable and rapid access in such situations will be required, while still enabling each organisation to maintain control of its own assets.

6.9 Trust and privacy

Users expect to be able to take advantage of the future widespread availability of multimedia and access to virtual worlds. At the same time, they need to feel confident that their security and privacy is being protected. Natural questions to ask include: How can I tell that this content has come from where it claims to have? Can I trust the provider of this content? How do I know that my personal information will not be disclosed to or used by those I don't want it to? How do I know that the message and cues I receive from the system are genuine and not the result of malware in one of the intervening layers of software? How can I ensure that my actions are not tracked and traced against my wishes? The increasing complexity and scale of future media systems will make all of these problems harder to solve.

Users wish to be kept secure, but do not want to have to be security experts in order to use and understand future media systems. They expect to be able to make use of such systems and data, with their security preferences and the current context being taken care of automatically and transparently. In addition, cues as to the current security situation need to be provided to them in a way that they can understand. Users do not want to have to put blind trust in systems, but wish to be made aware in a language they understand of the current situation. Any security solutions should work with the user rather than getting in their way, with the consequent risk that users will try to get around security protection, or alternatively switch it off and leave themselves vulnerable.

Users need to be assured about the quality of content and who has produced it. On the other hand, content providers wish to ensure that their content only goes to those who are authorised to access it.
RTD Challenges with a major content component

According to the content-related FM3DI-TF members, the following RTD challenges were identified:

1. **Multi-sensory capturing/rendering (including object understanding/recognition)**

   Research is needed on the optimum methods for capturing the visual appearance of the real world, including 3D/multiview, high dynamic range and high frame rate. In terms of 2D images, we are already at the point where images can be captured at a spatial resolution above that of the human eye, although the interplay between spatial resolution and frame rate still needs exploring. Wide colour gamut and high dynamic range still present challenges. 3D capture techniques (including multi-view capture) are still being developed, and more work is needed both on the capture methods themselves and methods of data representation and compression to allow transmission over different kinds of networks and reproduction on different display devices. To allow meaningful interaction with the captured world, research is needed on robust object recognition and tracking technologies, for example to allow metadata to be attached to real scene elements in an automated way; this will support a wide range of applications beyond conventional passive viewing of content. Optimum methods of surround sound capture need to be determined, to produce a sound field well-matched to the immersive visual experience. Research is also needed to explore the benefit that may be achieved by adding new modalities such as smell and haptics.

There are various challenges that are required from a successful and widely used multi-sensory capturing and rendering system. These can be listed as small size, simple data acquisition interface, low cost, reduced power requirements, low computational complexity of accompanying algorithms and robustness to varying environmental conditions. While various multi-sensory systems exist that meet some of these requirements, a novel system that is easily applicable needs to satisfy all of them.

The size of a multi-sensory system, such as a microphone array, needs to be small, so that it is ubiquitous and easily integrated with another system. The number of sensor elements has to be optimum, so as to capture as many channels of information as possible without a complicated data acquisition interface. As a general requirement, the cost of the overall system has to be low. Power consumption of the system should be as little as possible, especially for systems that are employed in mobile devices, such as laptops. Alternatively, the multi-sensory system should have its own mechanical or chemical power supply that can be replenished easily. The computational complexity of the accompanying analysis algorithms should be low, so that the real-time operation can be considered. Finally, the system should not be affected much by changing environmental...
conditions or should automatically adapt to it in order to eliminate the need for customization of settings for different environments and to minimize the need for servicing.

7.1 **Rich interfaces, users’ acceptance**

The development of user interfaces for FM3DI will witness tremendous advancements in the coming years thanks to the incorporation of novel input modalities (e.g., 3D position and orientation sensors, tangible interfaces, body haptics etc), display and presentation modalities (e.g., 3D displays, micro projectors, augmented/virtual reality etc) and increased richness and complexity of interactive applications (e.g., 3D audio/video, multi-modal support, speech recognition etc).

As we witness a shift from graphical interfaces to multimedia interfaces, we believe that developing richer and more intelligent interfaces is a key challenge to the adoption of the envisioned applications. Such interfaces give more flexibility to the use by offering a choice of modalities depending on the nature of the information conveyed. They also better accommodate a broader range of users with different capabilities. Finally, multimedia user interfaces provide the adaptability needed to effectively operate in changing operating conditions.

Future user interfaces need to replace current I/O devices enabling natural and seamless interaction with the computer. Joint exploitation of multimodal interaction means (gesture recognition, head/eye tracking) and strong personalization might introduce novel paradigms of interaction. Crucial aspects concern the design, both from graphical and semantic point of view, to make the user feel comfortable while interacting. Rear-projection, multi-touch screens, beamer-projection, 3D projection can play a major role in this scenario, depending on the target application. Particular attention should be paid to users with reduced skills and capabilities (e.g., elderly, disabled) for which the interface may become the access to crucial services such as medical care or home assistance.

7.2 **Extensibility, scalability, availability**

The access to the FM3DI content should be supported anywhere, anytime and using any terminal. This is a notion referred to as Universal Multimedia Access (UMA) in the relevant literature. Thus, the 2D/3D media content should be extensible and scalable, in other terms it should be adaptable to various usage environments and available to a wide range of users. For instance, it should be possible to visualize the sophisticated 3D material using light-weight devices, which only have processing and visualization support for 2D rendering and displaying. Similarly, 3D audio content should also be rendered in the best possible way to give the user the sensation of 3D immersive experience although his/her terminal
may not be capable of rendering the 3D content. Therefore, it is important to generate the FM3DI content in a scalable manner during either its capture or compression stage. This may in return require the development of brand-new media coding algorithms or utilization of state-of-the-art tools with added functionalities to cater for 3D content. Where scalability is not inherently supported, then intelligent content adaptation mechanisms (context-aware as well as content-aware adaptation) are needed to enable on-the-fly availability of the FM3DI content to various usage contexts. Cross-modality (e.g., video, audio, text etc) and multisensory (i.e., new modalities for sensory, olfactory information) aspects of the original content should also be provided interchangeably, so as to make the FM3DI services extensible to various network conditions, terminal features, user preferences etc, and thus available to all.

All of the aforementioned discussions fall into the category of providing UMA in FM3DI. There is also another significant dimension to be considered here, which is the support for universal multimedia experience Universal Multimedia Experience (UME), so as to provide similar user experiences while accessing FM3DI content anywhere, anytime while using any device. This point will be discussed further under the topic of QoE later.

As previously highlighted, the delivery of future 3D media requires the availability of sophisticated scalability features, in order to fulfil the requirements of different interfaces, network resources and applications. Scalability and extensibility in particular refer to the video resolution, framerate, colour depth, post-processing and post-filtering, but also 3D appearance (full-3D vs. stereo or monocular vision). Mechanisms such as layered coding, fine-grain scalability, multiple-description coding, etc. need to be suitably redefined to be applied to the more complex 3D context. Quality criteria need to be revised as well.

### 7.3 Security (individual, community, including biometrics)

3D environments allow interaction with avatars and objects contained in it and all content can be accessed anywhere and at any time. It is therefore crucial to find appropriate solutions for user identity control and personal information protection. Secure access to sensitive information like private biometric and behavioural data should be granted. Active solutions such as cryptography, watermarking and fingerprinting could support different types of control: confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, but also illegal copy prevention and misuse detection. On the other hand, digital forensic should reveal tampering and manipulations. Also in this case, a major problem is in the non-trivial extension of concepts such as imperceptible watermarking to more complex data such as a three-dimensional media.
7.4 **Embody personality in the virtual characters**

Personification means giving human properties to non-human objects and this issue is becoming important in the world of virtual characters in recent years. While looking at the perspective of traditional intelligent systems such as expert systems or decision support system, having emotions can be seen as a non-desirable property. However, this is not the case for the domain of believable agents since we prefer them to behave as human as possible. Social behaviour of computer characters with emotion and personality increases the realism and quality of interaction such as in games, story-telling systems, interactive dramas, training systems and therapy systems. They also can replace many of the service areas in which real people are employed such as a museum guide or a receptionist. When we talk about personification, we usually consider two factors: Personality and Emotion. Personality is a phenomenon that makes it possible to distinguish between different people. This is also the case in our interaction with virtual characters. When we are immersed into a virtual environment populated with virtual characters in FM3DI, experiencing that they all behave differently under same conditions increases their believability. Emotion is another major component of personification since in real life emotions affect all a person’s cognitive processes, their perceptions, beliefs and the way they behave.

7.5 **3D navigation with physical and emotional involvement of the user**

The navigation in real and in virtual worlds will be transformed by the FM3DI. During real world navigation the user is primarily guided by the audio and visual channel, but in the future the advancement in portable haptic interfaces will allow receiving new types of feedbacks. Haptic feedback will be more transparent and will reduce the mental load of the navigation process. These devices will be wearable and lightweight, providing a variety of stimuli both during walking and on vehicles. In addition hand held augmented reality interfaces will give the possibility to explore the real world interactively projecting information over real entities using hand held projectors; visualization will be possible over flexible surfaces or in general over any surface at the user’s disposal. The interaction of the user with the navigation support will become hands free, with the possibility of tracking the gestures performed around the user’s space, customizing or modifying the navigation process.

Emotional involvement will imply the reconsideration of the 3D rendering process, which will integrate realism with non-real rendering of objects, users cues, and actions, in order to enhance the expressive and emotional communication within a community sharing the virtual/mixed environment.
7.6 Quality of Experience

The realisation of end-to-end Quality of Experience (QoE) relies on the generation of content at the application layer based on the requested QoE at the service layer and network capability. The content then needs to be adapted in line with the network constraints to provide acceptable QoE.

Future users of 3D Media Internet will generate a vast amount of 2D and 3D multimedia content and expect satisfactory QoE. Nowadays, QoE provisioning and monitoring techniques are dedicated either for audio or video (audio-visual content is not considered as a whole), restricted to 2D content, and being still under development. Future 3D Media Internet will involve multimedia streaming in both uplink and downlink directions as user-generated content and two-way communications become more and more popular. IPTV-like services (downlink transmission only) will coexist with user-generated video streaming services in both wired and wireless/fixed and mobile networks. Future multimedia services will focus around user-generated content: YouTube-like services for live video streaming, Assisted Ambient Living (Personal Health Systems), or intelligent urban environment observation systems. This will cause huge QoE assurance concerns and will require advanced QoE monitoring and assurance techniques in uplink and downlink direction. Diversity of future services (2D, 3D, plethora of audio and video codecs, and bitrates) will require a wide range of QoE-related techniques, being complementary to each other. Future users will not accept low QoE and Telcos would have to provide services that live up to the expectations at all costs.

7.7 Beyond CS, multi-disciplinary approach, issues of values and ethics and culture values

There are a number of human factors issues that need to be tackled for media generation and consumption in general;

Issues of the effect of increased internet capacity on demand should be examined in more detail as well as the effects of cost implications on individual services.

The extent to which security functions should be visible to the user also needs further investigation to establish guidelines as to when cues are required and what feedback should be given about progress towards the user's desired content or network access.

QoE can be considered as a human factors issue. With a reasonably simple simulation, the effects of transmission delay, packet loss and reduced bandwidth can be assessed for small groups of game players or collaborators. The large groups typically found in multiparty and shared network collaboration and massively multiplayer online role playing games present more of a challenge.

An additional issue is specific to real time face-to-face collaboration: The round trip delay requirements for multiparty discussions where multiple parties are eager to speak and need rapid feedback of real time cues to judge their interventions (“real-time multi-party arguments” in short.
7.8 User Generated Content

Since the combination of media and networking moves in parallel with the user’s drive to acquire more control of their media, the individual “freedom of creation”, understood as a generic ability to act either as a consumer, creator or distributor, is constantly increased. In this context, it is expected that in the near future the User Generated Content concept, which implies that the user will become an active member of the overall media chain by generating, distributing and experiencing high-quality media content, will flourish\(^\text{10}\).

Within a broadband world with social networks, high-speed mobile networks and digital TV, the increased offering of content and related technologies have revolutionised the user experience. On one hand the media industry is finding an audience with an ever growing demand for better content and a better and completely personalised experience and on the other hand the user community suddenly appeared and assumed the role of producer.

We have entered the world of integrated user experience – users who are not only watching and listening to new forms of content on new platforms of technology but also creating content of their own. Thus, the media landscape is undergoing a revolution driven by the more active participation of users. In this context, the UGC requires overcoming of numerous long-term challenges.

The trend created by UGC is expected to speed up the seamless access to content, regardless of its location / repository or terminal device, leading to pervasive media. This will bring new solutions, such as the new distribution models for user generated content. These new solutions will enhance human creativity by enabling a rich digital media-world which, while being associated with our physical existence, is revolutionary in terms of human creativity. UGC will support inventive and creative practices in arts, science, engineering, education, and business by enabling entirely new types of creative media production.

7.9 In-network content enrichment

The Future Internet may consider the evolving H.264 SVC (Scalable Video Coding), H.264 MVC (Multi View Coding) and their emerging standards, as the major foreseen content delivery technologies over heterogeneous networks, multiple terminals and large audiences:

- The SVC coding technique may offer layered temporal/spatial and quality content scalability, enabling the user and/or the terminal to select the ba-

\(^{10}\) “The majority of the 7 billion online videos streamed each month are user generated” (Source Future Exploration Network)
The MVC coding technique may introduce a personalised video delivery experience by allowing the user to select among the different views embedded in a single video stream or by adding depth information to have a basic 3D video presentation.

On the other hand, advanced and innovative technologies involving multi-source and multi-networks streaming like P2P and Media Description Coding are also foreseen.

By dynamically combining the inherited content scalability (different content layers, views and representations) of the same resource (video stream), transmitted from multiple sources (different servers or peers in case of P2P streaming) and/or received over multiple diverse paths or networks (utilise the MDC features), on-the-fly content adaptation, inherited resiliency and enriched QoE may be achieved. Reconstruction of the content segments may take place either within the network or at the edge of the network (at content aware edge routers) offering transparent streaming to low-end terminals or at the terminal side in case multi-network connectivity is available.

Cross-network adaptation and in-network content enrichment especially in P2P overlay topologies, will offer traffic adaptation (load balancing to avoid network flooding), optimal use of available resources (bandwidth), and enriched QoE.

8 RTD Challenges with a major network component

The RTD challenges to be tackled to realize the vision from the perspective of the networks are the following:

8.1 New access technologies.

New access technologies will be needed to cope with future increases in traffic volumes and more symmetric bandwidth usage patterns. Where there is traffic, inevitably there will be congestion. This is a reality in today’s broadband networks. Bandwidth saturation and the resulting network congestion are appearing with a greater frequency due primarily to the surge in use of bandwidth intensive applications that have exasperated network infrastructure, and confounded over-subscription models. With goal bandwidth use estimated to double by 2010, service providers must find a balance between maximizing the value of the network for all involved and maintaining the network neutrality expected by its users.

Traffic management offers the best chance of reducing the impacts of congestion control on subscribers and ensuring fair usage of shared and limited resources. No single traffic management technique can fully address all problems relating to
network congestion and bandwidth availability. Instead, service providers need to use a layered approach that combines several techniques. Bandwidth intensive applications have changed how the game is played for service providers. The minority of users employing these applications is impacting the overall user experience for the majority of subscribers.

Obviously, new access technologies (e.g. FTTH) will be needed to cope with future increases in traffic volumes. However, due to higher access capacity, the transmission bottleneck might shift from the residential Internet to the core of the Internet. We need a high-speed infrastructure (both access and core) that can support the many bandwidth-hungry media applications. This pertains to fixed (optical) networks as well as wireless networks. Wireless mesh networks is another example of networking technology that provides a number of benefits such as cheap (aggregated) community internet access, self-healing internet connectivity and distributed data storage for backups. Work is still in progress to provide QoS across wireless mesh networks so that they can be used for multimedia applications including real-time communications.

At the access points individual fixed users will buy the bandwidth they require for the services they use whether it is provided by fibre, copper or fixed wireless links. Mobile users will always be at a delay, bandwidth and packet loss disadvantage because of the inherent problems of providing dynamic wireless connectivity such as access protocol delays, limited spectrum and unpredictable channels. This points to an inevitable requirement for content adaptation somewhere in the wired network.

At the edge routers, simple fast high-bandwidth core switching needs to give way to devices that perform high levels of aggregation from thousands of users with different service level agreements to a few high capacity streams for feeding into the core. This requires intelligent routers that can agree, assign and bill a wide range of different services for a large number of customers. This is where QoS will have to be resolved in a flexible and high capacity fashion.

In the core it is relatively easy (although probably expensive) to provision network capacity accurately (and therefore economically) because of the high traffic aggregation levels which result in predictable load. As a result, the QoS mechanisms required for reliable transmission of communications are less important and more likely to have been installed already.

Although necessary, adding capacity will not be sufficient. Adding capacity is often costly, not flexible to shifting traffic demands, may lead to increased bandwidth consumption, and cannot give QoS guarantees. The infrastructure therefore needs to be made QoS-aware.

We list several research directions:

- Research in optical networks relates to setting up lightpaths (the routing and wavelength assignment problem). Similar problems, as currently under investigation for the “normal” Internet need to be tackled, such as path selection,
rerouting, protection schemes, constraint-based QoS routing, and multidomain routing. However, optical constraints (such as wavelength continuity) may make these problems more challenging. An advantage is that the field of optical networking is fairly new and has many opportunities to create new architectures and protocols, while similar new radical approaches to improve the current Internet (the much discussed clean-slate debate) seem more difficult. Research is therefore needed to extend the above-mentioned topics to a multi-domain setting in which lightpaths can be set-up dynamically, reliably, and completely tailored to the QoS constraints of the user/service.

- When designing our networks we also need to make them robust. However, what is robust? There does not seem to be a common consensus on what is robust. We need proper protection schemes to assure that QoS is maintained even under network failures.

- WLAN (with its unlicensed spectrum) may increasingly be affected by interference if the number of users grows. Can systems with a licensed spectrum (e.g., WiMAX, Femto cells, etc.) provide a better solution?

- With P2P-based content distribution, the performance of the P2P network is not optimized in terms of routing efficiency, from the perspective of the network providers. Techniques used to better couple the performance of the two layers (AL and IP layer) are needed.

- A future content distribution network is envisioned as a heterogeneous network with wired or wireless devices. How to guarantee smooth multimedia communications and content distribution between different networks with different bandwidths?

8.2 New mechanisms for native searching.

New mechanisms for native searching (i.e., analyze objects as opposed to only their metadata), including real-time mechanisms, will be needed.

The solution to the problem is to provide more natural querying methods – such as Query by Example (QbE) and Query by Sketch (QbS). Such methods will support the traditional ones. The new emerging search techniques should be not only applicable in the traditional, centralized services, but their development should foresee the imminent introduction of decentralized media access and delivery solutions based on P2P paradigm. The planned scenarios should include tools allowing content-based search in P2P overlays. The newly developed search algorithms should also support the emerging media formats and types – such as, for example, user generated 3D content, podcasts or P2P TV. Such search mechanisms will allow searching for content stored in a distributed repository.
8.3 New mechanisms to optimize content distribution.

New mechanisms to optimize content distribution from the users’ (e.g., faster transfers), network providers’ (e.g., local transfers), and content providers’ points of view as well as from an energy efficiency point of view (i.e., to support mobile devices and to be more environmentally friendly) will be needed.

High intensity traffic applications and in particular P2P contribute a significant portion of today’s Internet traffic. By building overlay networks that are oblivious to the underlying Internet topology and routing, these systems have become one of the greatest traffic-engineering challenges for Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and the source of costly data traffic flows. Recently, some ISPs have attempted to reduce P2P traffic by placing caches at the ISP’s gateway to the Internet or by using network appliances. The legality of these approaches is questionable. By caching content, ISPs may become participants in illegal distribution of copyrighted material, while interfering with P2P flows in a non-transparent way may not only break the law but also lead to a significant problem.

New solutions are coming from a close collaboration between ISPs and P2P applications where the ISP can reduce the cost impact of high demand traffic applications in the core and peering agreement and the end users can improve their accessibility to the content.

P2P technology, as an alternative to the traditional client-server model, has provided a scalable framework for content distribution. Another technology for content distribution is provided by using the dedicated broadband networks of service providers. In this case, content is often distributed via multicast on the networking (IP) layer.

With the increase in capacity of mobile devices, the popularity of video-based services and applications will extend into the wireless realm as well. However, to date, it is not clear which technology (IP-based, P2P-based, or a combination of the two) is best suited to deliver streaming media to wireless (and wired) devices. It is clear that we need to have a notion of QoS to support streaming media.

Some questions that need to be addressed are:

• Can virtual or programmable networks provide a flexible and future-safe architecture?
• How to compose, configure and provision networks in virtualized environments?
• Can we make our routing protocols energy-aware?
• Where should we store content, such that it can be retrieved by the user fast and without loss of quality?
• How to spread information of particular content as fast as possible through the network while reducing the overhead used for information exchange.
8.4 New mechanisms for content identity management.

New mechanisms for content identity management, content protection (content integrity and user privacy), and to ensure content veracity (integrity and using reputation systems) and the right of use will be needed.

More work is needed in the area of user-centric security, to provide easy-to-use security solutions that naturally fit in with the way users behave and present the current security situation in a way they understand. To achieve this, the complexities of security management need to be hidden from the user (transparent). This requires systems to have built-in and automated trust, security and privacy management technologies. This also requires automated context aware security, in order to ensure that the right security is applied at the right time.

At the same time, security must not be completely transparent if users are to trust the system, and in fact this is unlikely to be possible due to the complexities involved unless numerous incorrect decisions are acceptable. Users need to be adequately informed about the trust, security and privacy risks. Multidisciplinary research including the social sciences is needed to ensure that technologies that are applied are easy-to-use and fit into the way people behave in a natural way. Such research is also needed to ensure that the current security situation is presented in a way users can understand and make informed decisions about.

In identity management, user-centric technologies are required that place control and ease-of-use of the end user at the forefront. Key challenges are to enable single sign-on across multiple content providers, and allow users to control access to their private information in a simple and easy to use way. Federated identity management technologies are needed to provide rapid and seamless access across multiple organizations in virtual collaborations. These need to cope with heterogeneous security technologies and systems and thus provide interoperability between the partners in the collaboration.

Technologies for data provenance and integrity are required in order to reassure users as to the veracity of the content provided to them. On the other hand, content providers require technologies to enable them to enforce access control on content. Ideally this will enable "sticky policies" to be applied to content which last for its lifetime.

Content integrity can be achieved by exploiting either cryptography or suitable data hiding methods. A posteriori analysis via digital forensic techniques could also support tampering detection and therefore integrity verification.
8.5 New mechanisms to evaluate and provide the appropriate QoE

The QoE is the quality that a customer or end-user subjectively perceives/experiences when s/he consumes the service at his/her terminal. The QoE monitoring is normally performed at the level of an individual application stream perceived by a user. In contrast and for scalability reasons, the QoS is measured for a specific QoS class and at an aggregated level. In large scale networks, individual QoE monitoring can be costly. For scalability reasons it might be necessary to find out about the QoE perceived by a collection of users consuming a number of application streams delivered at an aggregated level. Using this NQoS, an approximation of QoE could be deduced. Each application has certain characteristics and can use different encoding schemes. Therefore, various prediction/mapping models need to be devised to derive the QoE for each application (e.g., in case of a certain network level packet loss, delay, jitter and throughput).

As presented in Figure 2 services related to future Internet would involve QoE measurement, monitoring and optimization in centralized (network servers) and distributed architecture (QoE measurement in end users’ terminals). What is more, QoE assurance concerns will affect both uplink and downlink transmission direction in wireless and wired/fixed and mobile networks.

The most appealing challenges related to QoE monitoring and optimizations in FM3DI are:

- Implementation of accurate QoE metrics dedicated to emerging Future Internet services, being light-weight in terms of computation and resources consumption, applicable in-service in end user’s devices (mobile phones, set top boxes, etc.) and network devices.

- Implementation of QoE optimization mechanisms, based on information sent from active probes or end users’ devices in feedback channel. QoE optimization should be possible in ‘per user’ and ‘per service’ mode at the same time. QoE optimization can be achieved due to traffic shaping and prioritization techniques, IP packets prioritization, end-to-end congestion control schemes and resource allocation protocols, and other techniques.

- Additional mechanisms should allow for long-term QoE optimization (related to network architecture rearrangement), based on QoE statistics.

- Application level techniques for QoE assurance, like FEC or ARQ.

- All mentioned features should be applicable in uplink and downlink transmission, applicable in wired and wireless/fixed and mobile networks.
Currently there are no clear guidelines on how to dimension and tune the network and how to configure the streaming parameters in order to achieve the desired QoE level. We need tools to assess the QoE and find new ways to improve upon the QoS if the QoE was perceived as unsatisfactory.

Questions that deserve attention are:

- QoS routing is the process of finding paths through the Internet that satisfy certain performance requirements. The value of QoS routing is undisputed, yet its complexity (or fear thereof) has proven a big hurdle on the road towards realization. QoS routing will only be adopted en masse, once its complexity is contained. Therefore, we need a framework for QoS routing that avoids (NP-)hard scenarios and enforces a feasible complexity. Can we overcome the complexity issues of QoS routing by properly designing and managing our networks?

- How to search for content among content, but also within content? Once the desired content is found, it should also be delivered to the user with a satisfactory QoE. Content may need to be processed or adapted before being presented to the user. This requires a certain awareness of the resources and demands of the user.

- In a wireless environment, the extra challenges created by device mobility, link instability, and energy constraints, require cross-layer design. Research is needed to ascertain a high QoE in a wireless scenario, possibly through the aid of distributed computing and storage.

- Search engines can be extended to semantic query or visualized search query, i.e. image, music, segment of a movie as the search reference. Distributed searching is also a technique to be expected in future Internet.
9 Scenarios

This chapter introduces three possible usage scenarios: the immersive entertainment scenario, the remote presence scenario as well as the learning/training/rehabilitation scenario which demonstrate how the characteristics of the FM3DI can be combined to provide the users the best possible experiences.

9.1 Scenario 1: Immersive Entertainment

John, a 32 year-old chemistry teacher is playing his favourite “alternate reality” massively multiplayer online game in the evening. His avatar, in the game, is an alchemist doing his quest to discover the philosopher's stone. The game, however, has many connections to his real life. During the game he is being called by one of his students and is asked for help in solving a particularly difficult chemistry homework.

John is able to instantly transfer his avatar from the reality of the game to his private 3D meeting space. The transfer is seamless for the user’s avatar – it’s just like being transferred to another world – from the medieval alchemical laboratory to a modern surrounding. John invites the student to his 3D meeting space and arranges the meeting with the student in his virtual laboratory. There, he searches the repositories of items and ingredients and quickly prepares a virtual presentation for his student. The presentation goes well and explains the problem to the student. John wants to recreate the experiment in reality, in front of his class. He is now able to instantly check whether the ingredients and items he used for the experiment are available in stock of his school’s chemical laboratory – and if not – he is able to order them from the internet store just with few clicks.

Later in the evening, while still playing his favourite game and while exploring the game’s world he visits a virtual house of his friend (whom he never met in the reality). There, he sees a particularly interesting book on his friend’s shelf. While browsing through the book he is informed that the book is an avatar of a real book being in possession of the friend. Moreover – the book is offered for sale. Directly from the game John is able to enter the auction of the book at a popular online auction website and place his offer.

This way John’s favourite game mixes in a seamless way with his real life offering him a huge variety of possibilities.

9.2 Scenario 2: Remote Presence

The ability to give a true feeling of remote presence will, at simplest, support existing forms of media such as film and HDTV. Cinemas are already striving to give an improved sense of immersion, through stereoscopic films and surround
sound, and it should be possible to deliver these kind of experiences over a network in very high quality. The availability of a system giving a vivid feeling of presence should enable new forms of content, building on the fact that the viewer will feel a part of the scene, rather than acting as a detached observer. The ability for the viewer to move their viewpoint and view direction (so-called free-viewpoint video) will be significant. Furthermore, by developing systems that a consumer could use to capture their environment and experience would allow ‘virtual visits’ to friends and relatives, and new ways of recording events in their lives. Such a system may finally make the videoconference a practical alternative to a face-to-face meeting.

The many meanings of the term "Presence" are very much debated nowadays, and many definitions are equally valid and recognized. Surely relevant to the present document is an interpretation of "remote Presence" that does not imply sending in a remote location an amount of data sufficient to the reconstruction of a virtual-self as it is commonly intended for advanced video-conference applications: in the context of the future networked virtual and augmented reality remote presence could also rightfully be described as the ability to capture the essence of a remote location - with respect to the user -, and streaming high-bandwidth video, audio and haptic data over an advanced network framework, so that such streams could be fully rendered at a remote location. Both capturing and rendering would be obviously compound activities, and in the context of mixed reality environment should be considered intrinsically multimodal. For example, capturing is likely to involve advanced video technology, stereoscopic and/or panoramic filming, spacialized audio sampling, as well as various forms of force measurements that could then later be used for haptic rendering, and more. Why should novel network services be necessary? It is likely that such a large amount of heterogeneous data will need to be conveyed on the network in the form of interleaved streams, combining existing data compression techniques to novel approaches that could take in account the additional burden and restrictions imposed by the required level of immersion. A large amount of data will need to flow over the network infrastructure, requiring novel approaches to Quality of Service assessment and dynamic handling. At the other end of the network, an ad-hoc decoder and de-multiplexer will need to be formalized to allow for proper immersive rendering that could take place both in Virtual Reality or in a Mixed Reality where AR technologies are employed to augment or fuse the perception that the user has of the remote location.

A typical example scenario would be the one of an expert industrial technician performing a virtual inspection of a real production plant from a remote location, with a level of immersion and capture/rendering fidelity that could allow for him to properly exert his/her diagnostic skills. Capture technology would be placed in a real plant, producing streams of complex data to be sent over the network to a remote location, where advanced rendering techniques and apparatus will represent, following a fully immersive and multimodal paradigm the remote reality. Provided with an adequate level of fidelity, the technician will be able to inspect the remote location as if "s/he were there", exerting the related diagnosis ability
and maybe even interacting physically, by means of tele-operated equipment with the machines he is checking out.

9.3 Scenario 3: Learning, training, rehabilitation

In a new world, where physical environments are augmented, thus enhanced with virtual ones, one can be easily immersed into a setting s/he wishes for. These settings can be various, and thus be utilized for numerous learning and training purposes, where users are spoilt for choice of topics based on their wide range of interests and/or needs. Given the availability of very high-bandwidth connections, low system response delays for reacting to user interactions in real time with a provision for fast and efficient processing mechanisms, all of which are envisaged to be supported by the FM3DI technologies, any material for learning or training can be made available for access in this new world. A typical scenario will be in the area of self-learning, where with the use of multi-sensory rendering of 3D context-aware and adaptable material, users will delve into topics that they prefer to learn or often find it hard to learn through conventional methods. In return, this will result in significantly enhanced learning experiences with the help of reproducing the immersive learning content. Another scenario will involve training of professional as well as non-professional individuals in several disciplines. Similar to enhanced learning experiences via virtual augmentation, more realistic scenarios will be reproduced with the co-existence of real and virtual worlds through the use of technologies on offer by the FM3DI. These scenarios can be various, such as training of emergency service personnel, practicing a range of operations (e.g., medical, military, social etc), exercising precautionary procedures for public safety situations, unprecedented events, natural or self-inflicted disasters etc. Another potential scenario may involve the deployment of immersive real, virtual and mixed environments together with their rich yet adaptable and accessible media content for the purposes of rehabilitation of individuals who need physical or psychological help, assistance and/or treatment. These environments can thus be custom designed with the help of specialists in relevant disciplines while making this particular FM3DI application scenario very much interdisciplinary based on the targeted focus groups.

Rich 3D media and interfaces open new opportunities in the development of advanced tools for medical rehabilitation and training. Physical and cognitive rehabilitation can be accomplished through vision-based systems, providing important additional capabilities such as the possibility of storing a history of the exercises, record the progresses of the patients, measuring in a quantitative way the exercise quality. This will ease the work of the medical personnel in evaluating patients’ conditions and defining personalised care. Visual interfaces can be based on both a single-camera in the case of simpler 2D exercises, or multi-camera systems, that might be meaningful in analyzing for example walking, complex 3D movements of articulations. Different types of interfaces could be considered such as tools for rehabilitation within medical institutions (high accuracy) and tools for home rehabilitation (less accuracy, affordable price, communication with remote hospitals for evaluation). Furthermore, easy interfaces can be built upon these...
technologies that could allow persons with reduced capabilities (elderly, disabled) to improve their interaction with other persons and the environment.

In the rehabilitation scenario the FM3DI will be able to transform the current local rehabilitation service into a distributed service, in which the patient can receive rehabilitation directly at home. The advancement in immersive technologies allows a direct link between the local patient and the remote therapist, in which mixed reality environments enhance the capacities of the therapist. In this way the expertise of the physiotherapist will be made available to a larger number of patients, reducing geographical barriers. At the same time such systems will allow the online measurement of patient performance, adapting, in real-time, the strategy of the therapy. The advancements in 3D content encoding will allow to personalise the scenarios for a given patient, based on new authoring tools that take into account the specific needs of the patients and the on-line assessment of the therapy session. The immersive capabilities of FM3DI and their networked nature, will give the possibility to create realistic training session able to transfer new skills to novices or to improve the level of experts. The users will be able to select specific scenarios in the areas of professional activity, sport, entertainment or also medicine, and perform training session, in which the requested skill is measured and enhanced. This scenario will take advantage of new encodings of human skills that capture the enactive knowledge behind human actions.

Elderly monitoring, therapy, and rehabilitation is one of the main challenges of our society. The use of FM3DI to implement services for fall prevention and cognitive decline measurement, e.g. by means of monitoring motoric activities, will be an important component that FM3DI should support: for example, future mobile systems might include sensors for multimodal monitoring and communication of user data for therapy and rehabilitation.

Another typical scenario could involve on-the-job training of industrial large mechanical devices. Such machines require periodical maintenance to be performed by trained personnel and it is common practice in the field to provide technicians frequent training courses on how to operate, maintain and repair the very large number of machines used in the various industrial plants. Immersive mixed environments could be used to provide “on-the-job” training directly at the physical location of the trainee. Using wearable AR and VR equipment, and by means of large-bandwidth, reliable and low-lag network communication a remote trainer could establish a multi-modal communication with the in-situ technician (for instance by means of visual, audio and haptic technology), guiding his movements while teaching how to perform the various operations involved in the servicing of the machines, as well as monitoring the trainee progresses. The ability to provide multi-modal, immersive “on-the-job” training from a remote location on any type of existing machines will be a significant breakthrough in the Industry practice, compared to the traditional training approaches based on oral presentations and the use of textbooks and video material. These are, in fact, not very efficient means to train technicians because practical aspects are of much more importance and sensorimotor skills are central elements of many training processes. Inter-
networked mixed environments also remove the limitations of traditional courses caused by the need of centralized training centres and the scarce availability (and functionality) of machinery mock-ups.
10 Conclusions

This White Paper is the result of the first brainstorming session of a group of experts from the EU and the USA on new research trends on the Future Media 3D Internet with respect to both network and content. During the discuss sessions, research challenges were identified and highlighted with the goal of determining the current trend and future perspective of the research community on the Future Media and 3D Internet. More specifically, it is envisioned that the FM3DI is expected to involve the following characteristics:

- interactive/proactive autonomous characters;
- 3D social communities;
- personalised entertainment;
- capturing and reproduction of the real world in 3D;
- coexistence of virtual and real worlds maintaining perceptual coherence.

These characteristics should be supported by the future network which should be able to handle higher bandwidth needs and to provide content adaptation in the network and the terminals, new models of content distribution and new network management modules and mechanisms to provide and monitor QoE, trust and privacy.

Based on the abovementioned characteristics of the FM3DI, the Task Force identified the following major research challenges:

- Embedded intelligence for search and retrieval in virtual words;
- Physical-based worlds (including behaviour modelling and understanding);
- Compression, encoding, transmission & Portability and adaptation;
- Media driven network;

Taking into account the above, the experts created common scenarios where the major challenges of the FM3DI are expected to flourish. Next steps towards highlighting and better defining the ingredients of such an evolving field are the continuation of the research discussion under the umbrella of this Task Force that constitutes the field for envisioning the Future Internet from the perspective of both the media and networks.
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